
LIMITED-TORT VS. FULL TORT 
What Does It Mean To You?

What is a Tort?
And why would I limit it?

Limited-Tort: Limits your right to sue for pain and suffering,

except in cases of “serious injury.” This “limited-tort” option

qualifies you for a reduction in your premium. 

Full-Tort: Does not limit your right to sue. You don’t qualify

for a reduced premium if you elect the “full-tort” option.

As you decide which liability coverage you want under your auto

policy, you’ll be asked whether you want to elect “limited-tort” or

“full-tort.” The following information is intended to explain what

those two terms mean in plain English, and the implications of

choosing one:

If I Choose The “Limited-Tort” Option, What Am I Giving Up?

You’re giving up the right to sue for non-economic damages, more commonly known as “pain and suffering,”

except in cases of serious injury. The law defines serious injury as death, serious impairment  of body function or

permanent, serious disfigurement. If your injury is determined to be serious, you’ll keep your right to sue for non-

economic damages even if you’ve elected limited-tort.

This selection will be effective whether you're going after the responsible driver’s insurance company, or filing

the claim with your own insurer, under an uninsured or underinsured motorist claim.
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Apart From Serious
Injury, Are There Any
Other Exceptions If I
Choose Limited-Tort?

Even it you've elected limited-tort,

you can still sue for pain and

suffering under certain

circumstances. Common

examples are when the

responsible driver is convicted, or

accepts Accelerated

Rehabilitative Disposition for,

driving under the influence of

alcohol or a controlled substance,

or if the responsible driver’s

vehicle is registered in another

state.

If I Choose Limited-
Tort, Can I Still Sue
For Economic
Damages, Such As
Unpaid Medical Bills,
Un-reimbursed Lost
Wages Or Out-of-
pocket Expenses?
Yes, you can still sue to recover

these damages.

If I Choose Limited-
Tort, Can I Still Be
Sued By Someone
Else?
Yes. Your selection of limited-tort

applies to your ability to sue

others under your policy. Should

you be at fault in an accident, the

injured party can seek recovery

from you for economic damages.

Their ability to sue you for non-

economic damages is determined

by whether they elected the

limited-tort or full-tort option on

their own policy.

What Do I Get In Return For Choosing 
Limited-Tort?

You should receive a reduction in premium. The reduction you

receive could be up to 40 percent of the premium you pay for bodily

injury, first-party benefits and uninsured and underinsured

motorist coverages.

Do These Savings Apply To Other Parts Of My
Auto Coverage?

No. The premium for other coverages under your auto policy, such as

comprehensive and collision, aren’t affected by your tort selection.
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